
Communicate with Travelers
Staying in touch helps traveler engagement,
but communication lags

Focus on Policy Compliance
Policy is still a key lever for savings

Enhance Mobile Experience
   Corporate travel managers are
  committed to using technology
            to make traveler life easier

WHERE WE ARE TODAY

THE EVOLUTION OF TRAVEL POLICY
A GLOBAL VIEW ON THE FUTURE  

Travel managers are picking up on new strategies to improve traveler experience, and deliver on key company goals, too. 
Let's take a look at where businesses have been on travel policy, and where they're going in the not-so-distant future

A Rising Focus On Traveler Experience   

52%
of travel managers say 

savings have driven 
policy in the past 2 

years

Past Policy

While traveler 
service as a 
policy driver 

lagged behind at

How Are Travel Managers Cutting Costs? 

Say there’s 
no room left
for continued 
savings from 
negotiated deals

Three out of four managers say 
improved traveler service will 
lead to savings

They’re going from saving via supplier cost reductions 
to managing traveler behavior

Deep Dive

45%
Say demand 
management and 
compliance  will 
now drive savings

84%

Of travel managers have no formal 
methods to gather traveler feedback 

Want to start user group communities

44%

42%

Improve Duty Of Care
Duty of care is one of travel managers’ 
chief responsibilities — and a part of 
daily life for travelers 

of travel managers surveyed educate 
travelers about their employer’s 
obligations to them under duty of care 
guidelines and regulations

MORE THAN HALF

Use third parties to 
educate on higher-risk 
destinations 

while 47% Uncover Traveler Insights 
Traveler-centric metrics can help justify improvements 
to traveler service

Of travel managers surveyed use travel productivity 
metrics today

Want to introduce productivity measures in the next 1 – 2 years, 
And a third also want to introduce work-life balance metrics

21%

16%

Have implemented or will plan to implement 
sharing economy ground transportation

Have introduced or plan to introduce sharing economy 
accommodations while 56% rule it out completely

26%

21%

Explore Sharing Economy
Corporate travel managers are cautiously paying
more attention to sharing economy options

Of travel managers believe 
they need to do more 

to achieve desired 
compliance level

Say they expect policy 
around advance purchase 
requirements to become 

less �exible

72%

24%

Understand Program Value
Travel managers have a strong appetite for more
sophisticated program metrics

MORE THAN HALF
of travel managers would like a complete look at 
the costs and returns on travel

WHERE WE’RE HEADED ON TRAVEL POLICY  

of organizations will introduce 
mobile booking within �ve years

60% +

FUTURE VIEW

An increased focus on travelers 

 and drive savings and program performance
to positively in�uence their behavior

16%

Travel Manager

“Travelers want to do the right thing—but they 
don’t always know what the right thing is”
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